The «Belle époque» period
The 19th century was a period of change for Europe. Industry was growing after centuries
of economic stagnation. This change in European societies also led to other changes.
This included transforming the towns, the creation of upper and lower classes, and with
the invention of the railways, the creation of holiday resorts reserved for the upper classes
who were looking for a change of scenery and a healthy and quiet environment.
Bagnoles de l’Orne, as a spa town, has been frequented since the end of the 17th
25 century. But the fame of the spa town only spread further at the end of the 19th century, when the railway was
extended to include La Ferte Mace and Couterne with a station
built at Bagnoles de l’Orne in 1881.

Guided visits are possible
in French
some Wednesdays & Saturdays
from March to November.
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It was also a period of development for buildings in Bagnoles
de l’Orne. This would make it a « first generation » holiday resort, composed of elements
which were characteristic of this kind of holiday town. For example, it would have had buildings to welcome visitors, a natural environment (seaside, mountain or forest), a casino,
railway, golf, tennis, luxury shops, theatre, etc.
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In 1886, Albert Christophle, a lawyer and politician native to the area - who was also
Secretary of the Public Works Department, the author of a
pamphlet about urbanism, and also the head of a property
company - wanted to create a housing estate situated on a
plot of 43 hectares (106 acres) of land in the Andaines Forest
between the spa building and the railway.
The « Belle Epoque » quarter, composed of villas suitable for
use by holiday-makers from June to September, woulb be built.
This would bring about the creation of the new town of 33
Bagnoles de l’Orne in 1913.
This development had to comply with planning conditions such as height, access, building
positions and fences. This land is composed of 3 parallel boulevards, 4 streets running at
right-angle and a central square.
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The property company « La Foncière », owned the land, and divided it into plots between
3000 and 5000m² to be sold for the erection of large houses.
Some specifications were imposed on the design and construction of these houses.
Shady gardens surround the houses and the surrounding forest was kept to reinforce
the sense of healthiness
and change of scenery.
Originally, each house
was situated in the
centre of its garden
area, to strengthen the idea of a grand property, wealth and quietness, with similar 20
main features on each villa.
Each has a simple design, with sandstone and bricks
mostly used as decoration to break the austerity of the
stone by using multi-coloured materials, bow-windows,
windows with awnings, glass canopies, balconies, a
multi-levelled roof, and enamelled friezes on the facades.

The « Belle époque »
quarter

This architectural style was created by architects who
used local and natural materials (wood, sandstone,
enamel, iron), varying facades and colours (blue for water, yellow
for air, green for nature and red for earth) to display the facades of
these villas as true works of art.
These buildings were divided into suites of rooms and appartments so they could
10
be rented to several families at the same time.
Servants quarters were usually at the top of the house, and so had dormer windows.
Outbuildings such as stables could not exceed a certain height so as not to detract from
the beauty of the main building.
In those times, Bagnoles de l’Orne was a place where people usually came for health and
cultural reasons, to use the natural spring water for health reasons, to breathe the clean forest
air, and to enjoy the different sporting activities and cultural shows at
the Casino or theatre, or attend the tournaments at the Tennis Club.

Let yourself
be led

This transformed Bagnoles de l’Orne into a prestigious place.
This period was called « Belle Epoque » and was to end after the
First World War.
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Remarkable Villas
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13 - Résidence « Sylvabelle » : (meaning Nice Forest) - 30 Bd Lemeunier de la Rallière.
Previously called « Dzaemma » and « Le Loup » (meaning Wolf), these villas were combined to
form a hotel which became block of flats.

6 - Sacré-Coeur Chapel (Former « Musée des Sapeurs Pompiers» meaning
« Firmen Museum) - 16 Bd A. Christophle.
Originally it was the Sacré-Cœur chapel built in 1906 in a neo-Romanesque style.
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2 - Le Chalet Suédois : (The Swedish Chalet) - 2 Bd A. Christoplhe.
House symbolizing Sweden at the Universal Exhibition in 1889 in Paris. Bought by Georges
Hartog, Director of the thermal centre and rebuilt piece by piece in 1890. Note the wooden
ornaments such as stylized horse heads and snowflakes, and the wooden lace under the roof.

5 - Villa « La Juchée » : 22 Bd Lemeunier de la Raillère.
Previously called « Sans Pareille » (meaning Unique), built in 1903 in a neo-Normand style by and
for Alphonse Appert, a businessman from Flers.

7 - Villa « La Choltière » : 11 Bd A. Christophle.
Previously called « Villa Carmen » built at the end of the 19th century. Its well-balanced façade is
made of multi-coloured bricks and ironwork and the same design was used again in 1900 in Tesse
la Madeleine and in Neuilly le Vendin (in Mayenne).
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8 - Villa « Élisabeth » : 20 Bd A. Christophle.
Built at the end of the 19th century. Alternate courses of red bricks and sandstone are used. Look at
the blue and yellow earthenware, the windows sills, the wrought iron balcony and the scallop-shell
over the window of the last floor.
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12 - Place du Général de Gaulle :
This was the central place surrounded by luxury villas and regarded as the town-centre. But the towncentre finally settled by the lake where the Casino, the Grand Hôtel and the railway station were built.

4 - Église Sacré Coeur : (Sacré-Cœur Church) - Bd A. Christophle.
Art-Deco church built by the architect Olivier Michelin with a Moorish influence, inaugurated in
1934. Stained-glass windows created by Charles Lorin which has a water theme. Some furnishings
is in copper and the top of the columns are decorated with rose buds (a reference to Ste Thérèse).
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11 - Villa « La Source » : 1 Place du Général De Gaulle.
Previously called « Joyeuse » meaning « Happy » built in 1985 and enlarged in 1955.
One of the only villas without any bricks. The Oak park still exists in the back of the property.

1 - Le Chalet Normand : (The Normand Chalet) - In front of the lake.
Neo-normand chalet built in 1893 for Gabrielle Schmer the Parisien owner.
Resembling the villas in Deauville or Cabourg.

3 - Villa « Les Pins » : (meaning The Pines) - 4 et 6 Bd Lemeunier de La Raillère.
Villa built like a chalet at the beginning of the 20th century.
Facade decorated with wooden awning, small balconies, and bow-window.
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9 - Villa « Marjolaine » : (meaning Sweet Marjoram) - 22 Bd A. Christophle.
Villa built in 1903 remarkable for its cabochons.
10 - Villa « Beau Séjour » : (meaning Nice Stay) - 24 Bd A. Christophle.
Model house built in 1899 for Alphonse Appert, a Flers businessman, it has slabs of enamelled lava
and glazed bricks in red, blue, yellow and green. A bas-relief decorates under the bow-window.
Originally the villa was built on a square design and was equipped with an tower on one corner.
The villa was enlarged to be become a hotel. Now it is a private house.

14 - Villa « Le Castel » : 26 Bd A. Christophle.
Model house built 1903 by Léon Bénard, a businessman in Bagnoles de l’Orne. It uses a range of
materials such as small pieces of iron, sandstone, and enamelled bricks to give it its rich decoration
and an eclectic style. A decorative work of art qualified as « Show House ». Look at the windows
which are different and the chimney made of red and yellow bricks. Look at the outbuilding behind.
15 - Villa « Chên’Houx » : (meaning Oak-tree and Holly) - 28 Bd A. Christophle.
Previously called « Les Myrtilles » (meaning Blueberry) and built in 1895. Alternate courses of red
bricks and sandstone are used and the facade is decorated with woodwork and glass conservatory.
16 - Villa « Graziella » : 21 Bd A. Christophle.
Built by Léon Bénard for himself. Look at the flight of steps.
17 - Villa « Mon Désir » : (meaning My Wish) - 30 Bd. A. Christophle.
Built around 1925 using iron pieces (rusty material glued to the mortar).
It is inspired by the villa « Le Castel ».
18 - Résidence « Trianon » : 32 Bd A. Christophle.
Built at the end of the 19th century and transformed into a hotel and then a block of flats.
Look at the decoration and levels used on the façade including balconies, bow-windows,
cartouches and enamelled cabochons under the roof.
19 - Villa « La Tourelle » : (meaning The Turret) - 50 et 52 Bd Lemeunier de la Raillière.
Originally called « Simone » when built in 1903. It was featured in an architectural magazine for the
variety of materials used. Note its wood balconies and decoration on the roof.
20 - Villa « Printania » : 36 Bd A. Christophle.
Built in 1905, it is the largest villa of the Belle Epoque area with its 150m² living space per level. Well
designed with its main door to the side and its simpler and less obvious decoration.
Look at the white face of the god Mercury in blue and yellow the earthenware.
21 - Villa « Duguesclin » : 44 Bd A. Christophle.
Built like a chalet in the early 20th century and originally called « Bouquerel ».
22 - Villa « Matignon » : 58 Bd Lemeunier de la Raillère.
Previously called « Les Palmes », built of sandstone without any bricks. Look at the hip roof.
23 - Villa « Robinson » : 46 Bd A. Christophle.
Built in 1906 for an owner from Paris, it was to be rented during the spa season.

24 - Ancien Hôtel de Ville : (Former Town Hall) - Rue L. Margeron.
This building was considered to be in an « Italian classical style » . First it was a health establishment ordered by Albert Christophle for his employees of « Crédit Foncier » (1887-1888). It was then
successively a villa, the town hall and a school.
25 - Villas « La Favorite, Les Oiseaux, Les Bouleaux, Cendrillon

et La Gloriette » :
(meaning The Favourite, The Birds, The Birch, Cinderella, Pavilion) - 26 à/to 40 Bd P. Chalvet.

Group of little houses built in the early 20th century when the plots of land were split into two.
Therefore they are proportional in size to the surface area of the plot.

26 - Villa « Le Nid-Bel » : (meaning The Nice Nest) - 24 bis Bd P. Chalvet.
Originally called « Denise et Mireille » and signed « Dubouchet Architecte à Rouen » and « Léon Bénard, entrepreneur à Bagnoles de l’Orne ». Twin-houses with an Art-Nouveau influence, built for two
sisters from Le Havre. There are removable dividing walls to split the house into two parts if required.
27 - Résidence «L’ermitage» : (meaning The Hermitage ) - 24 bd P. Chalvet.
Built in 1907 originally to accommodate the employees of Léon Bénard then turned into an hotel
and then a block of flats.
28 - Villa «Les Houx» : (meaning The Holly Trees) - 19 Bd P. Chalvet.
Built in 1897. Notice the turret’s decoration.
29 - Villa « H » : 17 Bd P. Chalvet.
Built in 1899 for Amédée Hédin, the initial letter can be read on the blue, green and yellow
earthenware on the façade. Look at the cabochons and the tile roofing.
Here lived Emile Mangenot, a local painter who received a first prize in Paris.
30 - Villa «Les Hortensias» : (meaning The Hydrangeas) - 14 Bd P. Chalvet.
Built in 1898 by Léon Bénard for his family. Facade decorated with painted bricks.
31 - « Le Chalet Corrézien » : 9 Bd P. Chalvet.
Built in sandstone for a retired captain from Chartres, this villa is more austere.
The wood elements give some impression of a chalet.
32 - Villa « La Chesnaye » : (meaning The Oak Grove) - 10 Bd P. Chalvet.
Built with small pieces of sandstone at the end of the 19th century.
Discreet decoration mainly in the natural earthenware freize in blue and yellow.
33 - Villa « L’Aurore » : (meaning Dawn) - 8 Bd P. Chalvet.
Villa built like a chalet at the end of the 19th century, remarkable for its bow-windows and its doorway
with copper and wrought-iron work decorations. Look at the wrought iron female character and flowers.
34 - Villa « Les Chênes » : (meaning The Oak-trees) - 6 Bd P. Chalvet.
Villa built like a chalet in 1897 for Mr Cordier de Potelle, former notary at La Flèche.
35 - Hôtel «Le Christol» : 4 Bd P. Chalvet.
Former villa « Christol » built by Mr ans Mrs Christol and enlarged three times to be turned into a
hotel. Look at the sumptuous decoration of the glazed earthenware and bricks.

